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Number-one New York Times best seller Maggie Stiefvater continues the adventure in Book two of

this enthralling multiplatform series. Four children have discovered that they have spirit animals - a

rare bond between human and animal that has launched them on a quest to save their world. The

team heads to the forests of Eura, where another Great Beast is hidden. At first Conor is excited to

return to his old home, but when the four young heroes are betrayed by a familiar face, the hunt for

the Great Beast becomes a race for their lives. But the real danger may be lying just ahead.... Part

engrossing book series, part action role-playing game - discover your spirit animal and join the

adventure.
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This series keeps getting better and better. I originally bought this book because I wanted to read

the third book because Garth Nix is the author. I am glad I bought the first two books! I love the fact

the series is written by different authors, but the storyline flows smoothly. There some of the best

collaborations in this series and the plot is great so far. I would recommend this series to anyone

young or old who love fantasy/adventure; and of course, talking animals.

The length of time it took me to finish this is no indication of how I enjoyed the book. It is on the

other hand an indication that I had way too many books going on at once and adding another job

into the mix of my already busy life did not help me to continue to read all of the fun stories this past



year.On the other hand, I did not enjoy this one nearly as much as I enjoyed the first. I am excited to

see where the story is going and I think this story helped to progress that desire. I liked the amount

of action this story had and I was excited by the progress of Finn. He seems like an awesome

character and I cannot wait to see where it will take him.Those that love adventure and fantasy will

most likely love this story.

We got the 1st book at a book thing at the kids school. We fell in love with it and decided to keep

going with the series! We're 3 chapters in and love it already!

My son does not like read. But I make him read anyway. So, I let him pick out the books that he

thinks he might find at least interesting. This was a big winner as he enjoyed it very much and has

requested more from the series.

This book continues the story of four young kids and their spirit animals as they endeavor to collect

the tokens of the Great Beasts in order to stop a war between the humans who have impressed

spirit animals and others who used an evil concoction to force a bond with animals.This book

focuses on the relationship between young Connor and his wolf, Brigham, while they battle their

enemies in search for the great beast, Rumfuss. All the characters are growing in their

understanding of the role between themselves and their spirit animals. You start to see the group

questioning their blind adherence to the leaders- the Greencloaks.A good addition to the series.

My son likes these books.. it was in okay shape..for the money it was fine.

great book. I love what Brandon Mull started, and Stiefvater did a good follow-up sequel.

enjoyable
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